Investigation into the experimental kinetic support of the two-state model of the cell cycle.
Five previously published cell generation-time distribution functions have been examined in an effort to elucidate the parameters of the two-state model of the cell cycle. These parameters are the fractional number of cells that bypass the G0 state, the probability of exit from G0, and the distribution of traversal times through the active state. To explain observed beta-curve behavior of cell populations, it is necessary to define the parameters in terms of pairwise behavior of newborn sister cells. From the beta-curve, we demonstrate that at least 50% of the cells must pass through the G0 state. The alpha-curve is consistent with any positive fraction of newborn cells passing through the G0 state, and provides no further information. We explore a possible method for resolving the remaining indeterminacy regarding the number of cells bypassing the G0 state, namely, examination of the generation-time distribution functions of fast sister cells only. Such an approach, although theoretically attractive, presents formidable experimental difficulties, however. If it should turn out that indeed only 50% of the cells are apparently passing through a random-exiting phase of the cell cycle, then an alterative plausible biological mechanism for the observed variability in generation times is supplied by Prescott's hypothesis: variability is a consequence of the inequality in the metabolic content of sister cells at birth.